1. AFGHANISTAN (+ME)
2. AUSTRALIA
3. BANGLADESH
4. BHUTAN
5. BRUNEI
6. CAMBODIA
7. CHINA (PEOPLE’S REP. OF)
8. CHINESE TAIPEI
9. FIJI
10. INDIA
11. INDONESIA
12. IRAN (+ME)
13. IRAQ (+ME)
14. JAPAN
15. KOREA (REP. OF)
16. KOREA (DEM. PEOPLE’S REP. OF)
17. LAOS
18. MALAYSIA
19. MALDIVES
20. MICRONESIA (FED. STATES OF)
21. MONGOLIA
22. MYANMAR
23. NEPAL
24. NEW CALEDONIA
25. NEW ZEALAND
26. PAKISTAN
27. PAPUA NEW GUINEA
28. PHILIPPINES
29. RUSSIA (+EUR)
30. SINGAPORE
31. SRI LANKA
32. THAILAND
33. TIMOR LESTE
34. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (+AMER)
35. VANUATU
36. VIETNAM

(AMER): Also member of the OIE Regional Commission for the Americas
(EUR): Also member of the OIE Regional Commission for Europe
(ME): Also member of the OIE Regional Commission for the Middle East
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